IWC SCHAFFHAUS E N
L AU N CH E S TH E FI RST
CE R ATAN I U M ® WATCH CAS E

Schaffhausen, 1 September 2017 – To mark the 50th anniversary of Aquatimer diver’s watches, IWC
Schaffhausen has released a special edition with the first Ceratanium ® case. This particular material
is as light and unbreakable as titanium, but also as hard and scratch-resistant as ceramic. It is a
groundbreaking choice, scoring well for its high skin tolerance and a striking matte black colour. The
technical features of the watch include a digital perpetual calendar and a chronograph function.

When diving with scuba tanks began to gain popularity,
IWC introduced the first Aquatimer in 1967. This diver’s
watch, water-resistant up to 200 metres, had an internal
rotating bezel for setting the dive time. This established a
tradition of diver’s watches from Schaffhausen, which have
been reliable companions for adventures both underwater or on land ever since. IWC is now celebrating the
50th anniversary of the same watch family with the first
watch case made of Ceratanium ® : “Since we already had
a pioneering role in the use of titanium and ceramic in
the 1980s, we are now once again highlighting our expert
ise with materials by employing Ceratanium ®,” explains
ChristophGrainger-Herr, CEO of IWC Schaffhausen.
The Aquatimer Perpetual Calendar Digital Date-Month
Edition “50 Years Aquatimer” (Ref. IW379403) is limited
to just 50 pieces. Its most striking feature is the Ceratanium ®
case. The material experts at IWC have been working on
the development of this particular composite based on a
titanium alloy for more than five years. The special manufacturing process gives the metal a black, ceramic-like surface. As a result, Ceratanium ® is as light and unbreakable
as titanium, but also as hard and scratch-resistant as
ceramic. The material also scores well for its high skin tolerance and corrosion-resistance. The dial is black, and some

components of the IWC-manufactured calibre 89802 have
also been coloured black, such as the rotor of the selfwinding system. The technical features include a digital
perpetual calendar. This displays the date and month in
large numerals in the style of a digital watch, automatically
recognising different month lengths and leap years. The
chronograph with flyback function displays stop times,
combined in a totalizer at “12 o’clock”.
Like all Aquatimer models, this watch, which is water-
resistant up to 10 bar, features an external/internal rotating
bezel for setting the dive time. The IWC SafeDive system
ensures that the internal rotating bezel can only be adjusted
when the external bezel is rotated in an anticlockwise
direction. As a result, even if the external bezel is accidentally moved, zero hour – the time at which the diver can
return to the surface without the need for decompression
stops – cannot be exceeded. Thanks to the quick-change
system, the black rubber strap can simply be replaced with
another strap.
The special-edition Aquatimer with a Ceratanium ® case will
be available in IWC boutiques from September 2017 at the
price of CHF 50,000.

Ceratanium ® is a trademark of Richemont International AG, a Swiss company, and is registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
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IWC SCHAFFHAUS E N

With a clear focus on technology and development, the
Swiss watch manufacturer IWC Schaffhausen has been
producing timepieces of lasting value since 1868. The com
pany has gained an international reputation based on a
passion for innovative solutions and technical ingenuity. One
of the world’s leading brands in the luxury watch segment,
IWC crafts masterpieces of Haute Horlogerie at their finest,
combining supreme precision with exclusive design. As
an ecologically and socially responsible company, IWC is
committed to sustainable production, supports institutions
around the globe in their work with children and young
people, and maintains partnerships with organizations
dedicated to environmental protection.

D OW N LOA DS

Images of the Aquatimer Perpetual Calendar
Digital Date-Month Edition “50 Years Aquatimer”
can be downloaded free of charge at
press.iwc.com
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INTERNET AND SOCIAL MEDIA

Web
Facebook
YouTube
Twitter
LinkedIn
Instagram
Pinterest
Blog

iwc.com
facebook.com/IWCWatches
youtube.com/iwcwatches
twitter.com/iwc
linkedin.com/company/iwc-schaffhausen
instagram.com/iwcwatches
pinterest.com/iwcwatches
iwcblog.com
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AQ UATI M E R PE R PE TUAL
CALE N DAR DIG ITAL DATE- M O NTH
E DITIO N “ 50 Y E ARS AQ UATI M E R ”
R E F. I W 3 7 9 4 0 3

F E AT U R E S

Mechanical chronograph movement – Perpetual calendar – Large double-digit displays for both the
date and month – Stopwatch function with hours, minutes and seconds – Hour and minute counters
combined in a totalizer at 12 o’clock – Flyback function – Small hacking seconds – Mechanical
external/internal rotating bezel with IWC SafeDive system – Luminescent elements on hands, dial and
internal rotating bezel – Screw-in crown – See-through sapphire-glass back – IWC bracelet quickchange system – Limited to 50 watches

M OV E M E NT

IWC-manufactured calibre 89802
Frequency
28,800 A/h | 4 Hz
Jewels
51
Power reserve
68 h
Winding
Automatic

WAT C H

Materials
Glass
Water-resistant
Diameter
Height

Ceratanium ® case, black dial, black and red hands, black rubber strap
Sapphire, convex, antireflective coating on both sides
10 bar
49 mm
19.5 mm
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